INTRODUCTION
Experimental tracking of the flow crossing the experimental area of the subsonic wind tunnel is extremely difficult, as it requires the use of standard models. The reference system of the TEM aerodynamic balance is aligned parallel to the horizontal of the site, the triple reference system originating in the pyramidal balance virtual center. Thus reducing the experimental data involves knowing the precise angularity of the flow with respect to the orientation of the reference system in the given configuration.
VERTICAL DEFLECTION
For the vertical deflection a λ = 6 aspect ratio standard wing which has been experienced in the wind tunnel in a range of incidences sufficient for the lift force to pass through zero and change the sign, was used for this purpose. The experiment was then resumed with inverted wing in the same incidences range. The axes system of the balance was used as a reference for measuring the airflow incidence, the first assumption being that the average speed of the air flow at downstream infinity is parallel to the XOY plane determined by the reference axes. The method for determining the current direction consisted in drawing diagrams C z = f (α) at the incidence ranges covered for both wing positions (normal and inverted) in the subsonic wind tunnel experimental room. As the lift variation with the incidence is linear for this domain, the intersection of curves with the 2Δα abscises axis represents the double of the airflow angularity.
The order of curves C z = f (α) succession on the diagram clearly indicates if the direction Δ α represents an ascendant or a descendant current. Knowing the value of the angularity allows a correct projection of the resulting aerodynamic force components measured to the actual direction of the undisturbed upstream airflow and also to its normal direction.
The speed direction is differently oriented from the longitudinal axis of the experimental area both due to the solid blockage of the jigs and their streamline covers (thus affecting the pitch angle) and to the centrifugation of the air mass circulating in the aerodynamic asymmetrical circuit with a single return circuit (thus affecting the yaw angle).
As for the vertical velocity deviation from the longitudinal axis of symmetry, experiments were made on a rectangular wing with symmetrical profile NACA / 0018 of λ = 6 aspect ratio. The curve C z = f (α) should pass through origin if the current direction is the longitudinal symmetry axis of the wind tunnel.
The experimental data presented in the paper show a deviation of 0,70, the flow having an upward component which can be explained by the blockage made by the balance jigs and streamline covers.
The value found enables to correct the calculation of raw data measured by the aerodynamic balance during experiments, taking into account the angle of deviation.
Repeating the experiments at a slightly higher Reynolds number has revealed a noticeable change in the value of the settlement deviation angle (α) which allows assuming that this correction can be used for the entire range of experimentation speeds in the subsonic wind tunnel. The experimental assembly in the testing room can be seen in the next picture: 
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION
The deviation deformation in the direction of the yaw angle is the next step of the report. The profile used in this case was Clark Y where λ = 3.
For the horizontal deflection of the airflow the λ = 3 aspect ratio wing model with Clark Y profile was mounted vertically in the experimental area of the wind tunnel. The C z curves were raised according to the incidence. The change of the profile attack angle was made by turning the balance around the vertical axis (yaw) the experimentation was done with the model both in a normal and flipped position measuring the normal and longitudinal components of the aerodynamic force at the profile chord.
From these data the graph C z = f () was drawn where the normal values of the buoyancy to the current were written with reversed sign for the model inverted position. The balance reference system is aligned according to the geometric longitudinal axis of the wind tunnel. The angle of distance between the "front" and the "back" C z curves, as it can be read from the graph is twice the current deflection relative to the balance axis (according to which the positioning angles of the model are measured). Experiments were done at a speed of 40m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number relative to a chord of ~10
6 . The figure below shows the location of the model in upright position on the balance jigs.
The found value can be entered in the calculation program of the "tunnel data" or can be eliminated from calculations by realigning the balance reference system, which is made by properly adjusting the yaw encoder.
Turbulence
To evaluate in a first analysis the airflow turbulence in the experimental area of the subsonic wind tunnel the critical Reynolds number was determined by means of a sphere. In this respect, a sphere with  = 123 mm was made, experimentally settling on the variation of the aerodynamic resistance coefficient depending on Reynolds number.
The results given in the table and then graphically mapped give the value Re c = 345.000 (for. 
